USER
MANUAL

1 About this manual
Content
This user manual provides instructions for assembly, disassembly and use of Intertruss and Protruss
with sizes 30, 40, 36, 50, 60 and 100 cm; ladder, triangle and square in shape. Key topics in this
manual are:
-

preparing individual truss modules for use;
assembly and disassembly of truss modules into truss structures;
risks coming forth of assembly, disassembly and use;
taking into service of truss;
transport and stockage;
discard of truss;
visual checks and inspections.

Target groups
In this manual a distinction is made in two groups of users:
-

Base level user with little to no knowledge and experience in truss handling and assembly; this
is the main target group for this manual. Their knowledge and experience in truss calculations,
slinging, risks, etcetera is limited.

-

Expert user with demonstrable knowledge and experience in truss handling and assembly, and
furthermore extensive knowledge and experience in truss calculations, slinging, risks, etcetera.

When no distinction is made, the instructions in this manual apply for both groups.

Risk pictograms
In this manual the following pictograms are used to warn the reader for risks:
WARNINGS IN GREEN:
Risk of material damage.

WARNINGS IN BLUE:
Risk of personal injuries with possible temporary incapacity for work.
NOTE: with a blue warning, “green risks” are also applicable!
WARNINGS IN RED:
Risk of severe personal injuries and even death.
NOTE: with a red warning, green and blue risks are also applicable!
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Terms and definitions
For terms and definitions, we refer to the ICOPER (International Code of Practice for Entertainment
Rigging) and the EN 17115:2018. ICOPER is available free for download at www.plasa.org and
www.esta.org

Conical connection parts
In this manual the following nomenclature is used for the various parts of the connection system:
This manual

Interal Catalogue V4.1

Other variants

connector

male connection

(male) coupler

receiver

female connection

(female) coupler

spigot

spigot

Truss pin

Truss Topology
In this manual the nomenclature from the EN 17115 is adopted:

3
2H
4

1

4
2V
3
Figure 1: members in a truss
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7

5

6
7
Figure 2: parts of a conical connection system

also known as

nr.

term

description

1

Main chords

Wide tubes over the length of the truss.

2V

Vertical members

Thin tubes on the sides of the truss.

“diagonal”

2H

Horizontal members

Thin tubes on the bottom and top of the truss.

“diagonal”

3

End frame (members)

Rectangular / square / triangular frame or single
member on both ends of the truss.

4

Internal members

Member between two opposite main chords, keeping
the truss in a rectangular or square shape. (only in
rectangular or square truss)

5

Receiver

6

Connector

“Female” conical receiving element welded to the
main chord.
Male conical connection element, available as
separate part

“internal
diagonal”
“Female coupler”

“egg”, “bombe”,
“plug”

Tapered pin to connect and hold a connector in the
7

Spigot

reciever and transfer forces on both sides.
Left: spigot with R-clip;

“truss pin”

Right: spigot with thread and M8 self-locking nut.
8

Safety clip, R-clip

R-shaped spring to avoid unintentional release of the

spigot.

“clips”

Table 1: parts of a truss module
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1. Introduction
Intended use
Interal truss has been developed to allow the construction of temporary structures of varying types,
sizes and shapes by connecting (sets of) truss modules. In order to do so, Interal truss modules are
available in a wide variety of standard lengths and shapes, together with corners, other accessories
and circle modules.
The resulting truss structures can support a variety of types and combinations of loads and are
generally installed hanging above persons or standing on floors at (theatre) stages, TV studio’s,
exhibition stands, dance halls, event stages, entertainment venues etc.
The loads generally consist lighting armatures, sound cabinets, projection screens, decoration,
displays, etc. Once it’s taken into service or ‘lifted to trim height’, the loads and the suspension or
support of the truss structure, are static.
In some cases though, the loads applied to trusses can be dynamic, or the truss construction itself
with loads attached, is moved dynamically.
Connection system
The modules can be connected together using a biconical coupling system and tapered spigots. (see
figure 3), Generally, they are left attached to one side of the truss during disassembly, this saves time.
Conical receivers (“female” part) are welded on each side of all main chords, and the biconical
connectors (“male” part) are fastened into the receivers by tapered steel pins, the spigots. The spigots
are secured in place using a locking device (R-clip) or an M8 self-locking nut.
This coupling system is used on all the corner elements, accessories and circle modules.

Figure 3: biconical coupling system
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Identification
Interal truss modules can easily be identified by the groove pattern on the receivers and the quality
control label which is applied on every truss module manufactured by Interal after June 2003.

Figure 4: Identification label of Interal trusses.

Figure 5: different groove patterns indicate brand and type.
Left: Protruss, right: Intertruss.
Groove designations
-

8

Single groove means ‘thin” wall size (2mm) of the chords.
Double groove means ‘thick” wall type (3mm).
Located at spigot holes + a wider ring near the end: Protruss.
Located behind the spigot holes, near the weld to the chord: Intertruss.
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Availability
Protruss is available in the following series and sizes:

Brand

series

Available form

Main chord size

Intertruss

30 and 40

F,T,S

50 x 2 mm

Intertruss

HD 31 and HD 41

F,T,S

50 x 3 mm

Protruss

30 and 40

F,T,S

50 x 2 mm

Protruss

31 and 40

F,T,S

48 x 3 mm

Protruss

36

R (360 x 270 mm)
S (360 x 360 mm)

50 x 4 mm

Protruss

50

Folding, T, S
S: P50SV (vertical and horizontal braces)
S: 50SL (vertical braces, ladder bars in
horizontal planes)

50 x 4 mm

Protruss

60

R

50 x 4 mm

Protruss

100

R

60 x 6 mm

Standard available lengths are: 0,25m - 0,5 m - 0,80 m - 1,0 m - 1,2 m - 1,5 m - 1,6 m - 2,0 m - 2,4 m 2,5 m, up to and including 3m. P100 longest length is 2,4 m: with receivers installed on one side it is
possible to tip them in trucks for transport. Other lengths are available on request.

Durability
Aluminum truss modules itself are quite durable. Generally said: applying load to truss is not the
problem; it’s transport, putting it into and out of trucks, dragging it over the venue floors that
degrades your truss over time! Well-handled and maintained truss can easily have a lifespan of over
10 years.

Quality
Interal T.C. produces quality products. The processed aluminum quality in our trusses is is EN 6082
T6; all our welders are EN 9606-2 certified; most truss lines manufactured by Interal T.C. are TÜV
certified, see the CE declaration of conformity of each truss line. Furthermore Intertal T.C. is NEN-EN
1090 execution class 3 certified.

Factory guarantee:
Interal provides a 5-year fabrication guarantee on manufacturing quality. Delivery conditions can be
found at https://www.interal.nl/terms-and-conditions
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2 Safety
DANGER: the following safety indications should be followed by the user. Neglect of these indications
can lead to failure of equipment and collapse of truss, causing large amount of material damage,
severe personal injuries or even death to more than one persons.
Users responsibility
At all times, the user is responsible for a safe design and the correct assembly of truss constructions,
the use of proper lifting and slinging equipment and slinging methods, and preventing loading
beyond the limits of the truss construction and the other equipment as stated by the manufacturers.

Do not mix truss brands!
When you’re a base level user you should never connect Protruss or Intertruss modules to similar
modules or systems made by other manufacturers, even if they appear to fit well. Other manufacturers
may use different tolerances or different materials or welding techniques, which may lead to reduced
load-bearing performance and an unreliable connection.
Expert users can only do so when they assess all aspects of mixing: structural integrity, risks and
possible damages or wear due to mixing. Chapter 6.5 gives some guidance; although Interal T.C.
strongly discourages to do so!
Do not mix truss tables
Likewise, when comparing the foreseen loading of a truss span with loading tables, do not use
loading tables of a different brand or other type of truss! Specifications can vary without being
obvious, and loading tables can vary too much to neglect.
Check before use!
Always subject the truss modules to a visual check before use.
Rejection criteria are listed in Annex 2: “Discard criteria”. If you have any doubt about the integrity or
strength of a module or a part of a module: take it out of service, mark it clearly e.g. by putting gaffer
tape over the couplings and have a competent person inspect it.
Make a rigging plan!
As well as when lifting trusses, as when putting a truss construction on the ground with loads
attached to it, you as a user are obligated to plan what you’re about to assemble and what you’re
about to “rig”. This planning should comprise the following actions (but is not limited to):
-

establish all the loads, with location and character;
determine the support forces;
make a (static) truss calculation and determine whether or not the truss is strong enough to
bear the foreseen forces and loads (see chapter 3);
assess the risks that come along during assembly, use and disassembly;
choose proper slinging methods and slinging equipment;
document this all, with drawing e.g., so your colleagues can easily work it out on the work
floor.
Detailed information about rigging planning can be found in the International Code of Practice for
Entertainment Rigging (ICOPER), see www.plasa.org and www.esta.org, free for download.
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Never over load a truss!
Never neglect the loading figures of a truss, and be aware that truss does not have the same safety
factors as shackles and steel wire slings! Truss is designed according to building codes: there is little
headroom in the truss tables!
Use lifting equipment with sufficient capacity
Always use lifting equipment with a suitable lifting capacity (WLL or SWL). When you use lifting
equipment with insufficient lifting capacity (causing over-load)) you’re degrading the lifespan of the
equipment and violating the law in many countries, e.g. in the EU.
Using hoists with insufficient capacity might e.g. cause the hoists not running at the same speed, and
thereby causing excessive bending in the truss, with risk of collapse.
Use lifting machinery with corresponding speed
Ensure that the truss is lifted at a constant speed. speed variations during lifting may generate high
bending moments in the trusses and could ultimately cause breakage.
Avoid intermitting loads
Truss spans can easily get into harmonic vibration. This can cause excessive bending and harmonic
stresses in the truss modules and their parts. This is VERY DANGEROUS! Harmonic vibration can easily
be started when “bumping” truss repetitively, that is: starting and stopping of lifting or lowering in a
short intermitting way.

Always wait for the truss span to damp out before you push the start button again!
Hazards
Quite a few hazards / risks come along with “truss”. Think of assembly, applying loads or forces to it,
lifting operations, climbing truss, disassembly, and also transport and stocking. All these risks should
be assessed beforehand, during planning. And “the bigger the rig”, the thicker your risk assessment...
But don’t get scared.. just start with some common sense..
Some examples of types of risks are:
mechanical: inadequate strength; instability, approach of other elements, sharp edges,
etcetera;
due to lifting operations: gravity and stability, incorrect loading, unsuitable slinging etcetera;
electrical: parts that become live under faulty conditions;
thermal: high or low temperatures;
noise: during assembly and disassembly;
vibration: loosening of components due to dynamic actions;
environment: weather conditions, corrosion etcetera.
A list of risks with safety measures can be found in EN 17115:2018 Entertainment technology Specifications for design and manufacture of aluminium and steel trusses. And again, the ICOPER
document can be of great help when assessing risks and taking appropriate safety measures. TC433
workgroup 4 has planned a standard for using truss, complete with risks and slinging instructions.
Be gentle with your truss!
In many cases truss modules have to be discarded or repaired after a “mechanical type of accident”,
e.g. a forklift driving into the truss and damaging braces. And when you mention “truss lifespan” many
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technicians think of metal fatigue.. but the real problem is “wear and tear”. When you hammer the
spigots to hard into the couplings, you’ll stretch the bore holes and start derating the material around;
when you slide truss over an uneven floor, a little stone can cause an awful scratch in a main chord..
So... be gentle, and follow instructions in the rest of the manual!
Do not drill holes into truss!
Do not drill holes in truss chords or members, it will compromise the strength of the truss!
Wear safety shoes, ear plugs and gloves!
When assembling or disassembling truss, hammers are involved.. Protect your ears and your fingers!
And there’s the risk you drop things on your or someone else's foot; fork lifts might drive around: wear
safety shoes!
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3 Transport and storage
3. 1

Transport

Truss modules
When transporting truss, it’s important to bear in mind that any movement or vibration during
transport might cause truss modules to rub together, thereby damaging and degrading the aluminum.
The Interal Truss should be transported in horizontal position. To prevent wear and scratching of the
tubes during transport, truss modules should:
-

not be stacked directly on top of each other;
not come into contact with the wall or floor of the vehicle, sea container etc;
not be able to move freely;
be firmly hold in position by use of ratchet straps or similar lashing gear;
not be able to come into direct contact with any other equipment that is transported at the
same time.

Connectors and spigots
Individual connectors and spigots should preferably be transported along with the required tools in a
transport box. Type and size of these boxes or cases may vary, that is up to the user’s preferences.

Figure 6: S41 truss dolly + carriers to help stacking.
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Transport dollies
The use of transport dollies is more efficient and reduces the risk of damage. In addition, truss dollies
increases work efficiency when assembling and disassembling truss structures and they reduce the
time taken to load and unload trucks.
For transport the weight of the dollies must be considered when calculating the the total weight of
freight.
DANGER: truss dollies contain quite a few truss modules and might be too heavy to handle with only
one or two persons. Especially when pushing on and of ramps, but also when you use a truck platform
lift. Make sure enough helpers are present to control the weight safely.

Truss carriers
Interal T.C. offers a so-called “truss carriers” for transporting trusses. These rods make it easier to
stack trusses for transportation. Suitable carriers are available for 30, 40, 36 and 50 size trusses.

WARNING: Never transport trusses in the vertical position. This will cause the trusses to rub against
each other each time irregularities in the road surface cause movement of the vehicle body, leading to
wear and loss of strength. Also, if a securing strap were to break, there would be a significant risk of
injury by falling trusses when unloading the vehicle or container.

Figure 7: (single) truss dolly with two carriers.

3. 2

Storage

Truss should be stored in a dust free or dust low area. The truss components should be stored
horizontally wherever possible. Measures must be taken to minimise the accumulation of dirt or dust
in the area of the couplings. Dust and dirt in the couplings make assembly difficult and may cause
damage to the coupling components.
Frost
DANGER: If truss modules are stored outside, water and frost can damage the tubes due to expanding
ice. If you store truss outside in low temperature conditions: cover the truss from rain.
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4 Assembly and disassembly of truss structures
4. 1

Before you start

When assembling and disassembling truss, a few things are important: one is the orientation /
rotation of the connectors in the receivers; two is the orientation of the spigots in the coupling and,
and three: don’t hammer your truss, but hammer on the spigot!
The coupling system
WARNING: the holes in the conical couplings and the truss spigots itself are tapered: this means that
they will only fit in one direction: when applied (=”hammered”) in the other direction you can severely
degrade the strength of the connection parts with a possible collapse of the structure when loaded,
causing severe personal injuries of even death!

Figure 8: possible orientations of connector and spigot (female receiver same in A – D)
A - WRONG: connector misaligned in receiver + spigot on the wrong side
B – WRONG: connector misaligned in receiver + spigot on the right side
C - CORRECT: connector properly aligned in receiver + spigot on right side
D - WRONG: connector properly aligned in receiver + spigot on wrong side
Especially when applying a (male) conical connector into the welded (female) receiver, you can easily
turn it around by mistake. Newer connectors have a small bore hole in the middle to show the
orientation, see step 1 in 4.3. When applying the spigots in truss it is easy to remember that you
always have to apply them from outside to inside.
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Hammer time..
Aluminum is relatively soft, when you use a steel hammer to apply the spigots and accidentally hit
the truss, you’re damaging the truss tube, the weld or the receiver that is welded to the truss. And by
doing so, you are actually degrading the strength of the truss!
Use a copper hammer! Copper is also relatively soft and thus the damage done when hitting the truss
instead of the spigot is a bit less.

4. 2

Spigot orientations

The orientation of the spigots varies from truss to truss, depending on the form of truss and the size.
This has consequences for assembling truss structures, more about that in the sections below.

Figure 9: orientation of the spigots in size 30 and 40 truss

Figure 10: orientation of the spigots in P-type truss (36, 50 and 60 sizes

4. 3

Basic connection procedure (single coupling)

Below the basic procedure to make a single connection. Preparing a complete truss of assembling
trusses with more than one chord is shown in next paragraphs.

16
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Step 1.
Put a connector into the female
receiver.

NOTE: make sure you align the
wide and small sides of the
conical bore holes. In newer truss
a pit is bored in both connector
and receiver.
Step 2.
Put a spigot in the bore hole,
tighten it with one or two
hammer strokes.

NOTE: align the bore hole in the
tip of the spigot perpendicular to
the big truss tube (chord); this
makes it easy for the R-clip to put
it in and get it out.

Step 3.
Put in the safety or R-clip.

This is how it should look like
from the other side.
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Step 4.
Put the second truss / tube onto
the first.

NOTE: if this is a truss: the bore
holes are automatically correct
aligned. Only with single tubes
you need to align them yourself.
Step 5.

Put a spigot in the bore hole,
tighten it with one or two
hammer strokes.

NOTE: align the bore hole in the
tip of the spigot perpendicular to
the big truss tube (chord); this
makes it easy for the R-clip to put
it in and get it out

Step 6.
Put in the safety or R-clip.

Done!
This is how it should look like
from the other side.

4. 4

Using M8 bolt type spigots.

When you want to use M8 bolt type spigots, the procedure is only different in the first 3 steps, see
figures below.
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Step 1.
Put a connector into the female
receiver.

NOTE: make sure you align the wide
and small sides of the conical bore
holes. In newer truss a pit is bored
in both connector and receiver.

Step 2.
Put a spigot in the bore hole,
tighten it with one or two hammer
strokes.

NOTE: you don’t need to align.

Step 3.
Put an self-locking nut size M8 on
the spigot. Hand tighten.

This is how it should look like from
the other side.

Steps 4 – 6 are similar to the
procedure in 5.4
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4. 5

Preparing individual size 30 and 40 modules

As stated earlier, for assembly and disassembly it is convenient to keep the connectors permanently
attached to one side of each truss module. It saves you time and this way you can avoid applying the
connectors in the wrong orientation.
If you do so, it is preferable to use spigots with metric thread and lock nuts, instead of safety clips. By
using spigots with thread and lock nut you’re always sure the spigots are tight and can’t loosen
incidentally. See figure 11 below
You can also do so when using the modules for the first time.

Figure 11: connection with a permanent M8 of M12 threaded spigot and a temporary
spigot with safety clip. (shown is the 60 mm diameter type, like in P36, P50 and P60)

Step 1.
Put connectors into the receivers
of the top chords.

NOTE: make sure you align the
wide and small sides of the conical
bore holes. In newer truss a pit is
bored in both connector and
receiver.
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Step 2.
Put a (M8 threaded) spigots in the
bore hole, tighten it with one or
two hammer strokes.

Step 3.
Put a self-locking M8 nut on each
spigot, hand tighten.

Step 4.
Turn the truss 180 around it’s
length.

This is how it should look like.
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Step 5.
As above: put connectors in the
remaining open receivers on the
top side.

NOTE: again make sure you align
the connectors to the receivers.

Step 6.
As in steps 2 and 3, insert spigots,
tighten with two hammer strokes
and secure with self-locking M8
nuts.

You’re done prepping the truss
module!

4. 6

Assembling Intertruss and Protruss size 30 and 40

In the following instructions the assumption is made that you use dollies or similar transport carriers.
It’s generally convenient to assemble and disassemble truss with two technicians: to carry longer
spans of truss, and one to manipulate the free end while the other can apply or release the spigots.
The following instructions are written with two technicians in mind.
WARNING: do not try to mate truss modules by hammering on the truss itself or using ratchet straps!
You will damage the truss beyond repair and compromise its strength by hitting dents in it, or by
bending members.
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WARNING: visually check each module before you use it. Damaged truss can have a compromised
strength, possibly resulting in an unforeseen overload situation! Damaged modules should be taken
out of service clearly marked as faulty.
Continuing web or not?
Interal advises to connect modules in such a way that the web continues in the vertical planes. This
means that the sloping members (“diagonals”) are placed in either /\-form of \/-form. This is slightly
favorable regarding truss strength, but only when you really look in detail to the internal forces. When
the truss is not fully loaded it doesn’t matter that much. This is due to the fact that Interal truss
always have end frames. If you would have such a pattern: \\ or such: // the compression and tension
forces cannot propagate through the webbing. But in reality there is an end frame, making the pattern
\|\ or /|/; so the forces are propagated through the straight end frame member.
Ideally the connection of two modules would look like /||\ or \||/ .
Another consideration is of course the looks; continuing webbings just look better. And maybe you
want to avoid a long discussion on the work floor…
Preparation
Step 1.

Figure out from your truss or rigging drawing where in the venue you want to start
assembling truss.

Step 2.

Find out what type and sizes of truss modules you need to assemble, and in what order.

Step 3.

Establish on what side you want the pre-mounted connectors.

NOTE: sometimes the structure can be built in only one way! And you cannot swap the
direction of the pre-mounted connectors , unless you un-mount connectors at some points
and mount them again on others. And for that you need tools.
Step 4.

Roll the truss dollies near the starting point of your assembly.

Step 5.

Loosen and remove the securing straps from the dolly and pick up a truss module from the
top.

Step 6.

Pick up spigots, safety clips and a copper hammer, now you can start assembling.

Assembly
Step 7.

Pick up a module, visually check it for signs of wear or damage and put it on the ground
where you want to assemble it.

Step 8.

Slide the next module onto the previous, connecting ‘empty’ side with the side that has
connectors installed. The conical shapes make it easy to do so;
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Step 9.

Connect the two modules – see below for tips.

a.

Wobble the free end of the second module up and down and from left to right to ‘squeeze in’ the
connectors bit by bit;

b.

find the hole that fits best and insert the first spigots, you don’t need to apply it fully: to start the
tip is enough;

c.

NOTE: make sure the R-clip hole in the tip is oriented plumb / 900 to the truss chord: in that case
it’s easy to apply and retract the R-clips, see figure NN;

d.

take the second spigot, keep wobbling a bit, the first spigot acts as a hinge and that will make
the other hole fit easier: insert the second spigot when you can.

e.

Use a copper hammer, and say with two strokes, gently hit the spigots into the coupling. Deep
enough, until you can see the little hole for the R-clip.

WARNING: don’t hit the spigots too hard into the couplings: this will DECREASE the strength of the
truss!!
f.

Insert the securing clips (R clips) in the spigot holes.

NOTE: do not push the R-clip completely in; it will be hard to retract at disassembly the first
position is enough, see figure NN
Step 10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 until the desired length of the truss span is ready (in this example 3 x
1m50).
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Step 11. To be able to rotate the assemble the truss about its longitudinal axis: free the work floor of
all obstacles aside the truss in the direction of rotation, you will need about 60 cm for a 30er truss and 80 cm for a 40-er truss.
Step 12. Rotate the truss span around its length 180 degrees.

Step 13. Complete al module connections by applying spigots on the top side.
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4. 7

Preparing size 36, 50 and 60 Protruss

For preparing size 36, 50 and 60 truss you can follow the instructions as stated in 4.3 – 4.6. The
difference for sizes 36, 50 and 60 truss compared to sizes 30 and 40 is the size and orientation of the
spigots. See figures 9 and 10. The orientation of the spigots makes it possible to apply the bottom
spigots without rotating the truss, if you put it on the ground in the right orientation.
Like size 30 and 40 truss, Protruss sizes 36, 50 and 60 are transported on dollies.

WARNING: 36 and bigger truss is significantly heavier than size 30 and 40 truss, don’t handle these
modules on your own, but have a colleague help you carry and lift these modules.

4. 8

Assembling spans of size 36, 50 and 60 Protruss

Assembly of size 36, 50 and 60 Protruss is done like in 5.6, without the need to rotate the truss to be
able to apply the bottom spigots. Just push the next module onto the previously connected one and
insert the spigots one by one. When done, insert the safety or R-clips.
NOTE: again it is smart to orient the spigots with the R-clip hole perpendicular to the chord, so you
can easily apply and remove the clips.
TIP: start with the spigot at the connection where the gap is the smallest. It’s normal that pushing in
the next module onto the previous needs a small bit of force and attention:
-

4. 9

just slide in one spigot, say on the left side, don’t need to insert it fully;
then you wiggle or manipulate the other end of the truss module to the opposite side (right),
using this partially inserted spigot on the left as a hinge;
you’ll be able to squeeze in the connection on the other (right) side;
apply the spigot on the right, tighten with two hammer strokes;
and now you can apply the other spigots.

Preparing and assembling size 100 Protruss

Protruss 100 has the same coupling size and spigot orientation as size 36, 50 and 60 Protruss.
But where the smaller Protruss modules are transported on dollies, the P100 modules have wheels
attached to the bottom. They are removable, the connection is made with larger type spigots (see
figure NN)
CAUTION when using fork lifts!
When using fork lifts to load and unload P100 truss: put the fork on the bottom of the truss. Don’t lift
it on the top chords: you might bend or damage members with the large steel forks!

When you need to manipulate longer spans of P100 truss with a fork lift, please use synthetic slings
to hang the P100 below the forks, or put wood between the forks and the truss chords. And ONLY
touch the main chords, NOT the members!
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To prepare and assemble P100 truss, you can follow the instructions for 36, 50 and 60 truss,
combined with the instructions below.

Figure 12: P100 shown from below, each module is equipped with 4 wheels.

Figure 13: attaching and detaching wheels
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Attaching wheels
All wheelsets have the same spigot orientation, so you need to figure out what the wider side is from
where you have to put the spigots in, and then it’s the same for all modules.
Step 1.

insert a wheel (1);

Step 2.

insert the spigot (2);

Step 3.

and insert R-clip (not shown).

Detaching wheels
Step 1.

Remove R-clip;

Step 2.

remove spigot (2);

Step 3.

and remove wheel (1).

4. 10 Assembly of a free standing construction
Trusses are very suitable for making free standing constructions. And although expanding the
assembly with vertical columns does not differ the actions much, there are more risks involved, e.g.
stability and bending during the build-up phase.
CAUTION: The assembly of standing constructions should only be done under supervision of
competent persons with experience in the assembly and disassembly of these structures.
CAUTION: free standing constructions like this CAN be exposed to wind loading, e.g. by draughts that
arise when large venue loading doors are opened opposite of each other. Local regulations for
stability calculations may apply.
The following instructions are men for a common standing construction: a rectangular horizontal ‘grid’
on four legs (columns). Other constructions can be built similarly.
Step 1.

Put all truss modules and corner sections in place, orient the pre-installed connectors in the
same direction, and check if it will work out. You might need to change some receivers on
corner blocks, or add connectors on corner modules.

Step 2.

Assemble the horizontal truss spans.

Step 3.

Connect the truss spans with the corner sections into a horizontal (top) assembly.

Step 4.

Designate one technician to check for missing spigots and R-clips.

Step 5.

Make sure the grid is located correctly, now is the time to move it around if necessary.

Step 6.

Depending on the size and weight of the construction, take 2 or 4 material lifts and lift the
grid onto the forks of the lifts.

Step 7.

Use ratchet straps or truss clamps to secure the truss to the forks of the material lifts.

Step 8.

Simultaneously lift the grid with two or four technicians until the first column module can be
fit under the corner modules.

Step 9.

Attach the “first layer” of truss modules to the bottom of the corners, to make the columns.

Step 10. Repeat 8 and 9 until the truss columns are ready.
Step 11. Attach base plates to all the columns, with the same type of spigots and R-clips.
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Step 12. Lower the material lifts until the truss construction stands on itself.
Step 13. Use a suitable A-ladder or a man lift to detach the truss from the lifts.
DANGER: Do not put a ladder against the truss construction! The truss construction is mend to hold
vertical loads, not horizontal. The construction might collapse sideways, or tumble over!
Step 14. Lower the lifts and remove them.
Step 15. Designate one technician to check for missing spigots and R-clips in the columns.
Step 16. Install suitable equipotential bonding if necessary.
Step 17. Attach loads and decorations.
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4. 11 Disassembly
For all Intertruss and Protruss disassembly instructions are basically the assembly instructions in
reversed order.
Some cautionary notes are necessary however:
Flying spigots
When hitting out the spigots they might fly away and hit limbs or hands: be cautious and alway look
around before you start hammering out the spigots.
Copper hammer vs steel hammer

Sometimes truss is difficult to disassemble due to the fact that a spigot is really stuck in the coupling.
In that case it is better to use a larger steel hammer a few times, than a small copper hammer many,
many times. This should only be done by experienced users.
DANGER: Hammering truss instead of spigots really compromises the strength of your truss over time!
Dollies and carriers
Make use of truss dollies for transport and use truss carriers to stack truss modules onto each other.
They facilitate transport and reduce wear on the aluminum surfaces.
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5 Use
Use can be separated in two categories: lifting applications and free standing constructions. Interal
truss is manufactured for both categories, and, generally speaking, use only differs the timing of
applying the loads:
in lifting applications the loads like AV equipment are applied at work height, before “lifting to
the desired trim height”;
in free standing constructions, the loads or decorations are attached only after the whole
construction is erected.
Both categories are addressed in 5.2 and 5.3.
-

5. 1

Use as lifting equipment

IMPORTANT! When used as lifting equipment, a competent person must stipulate a rigging plan and
assess all risks involved in this plan. Important are e.g. the distribution of the load and the capacity of
the lifting equipment used.
NOTE: local regulations and work practices may apply, please inform yourself!
See ICOPER for guidance.
Using chain hoists, the use of truss may vary from case to case. But in general you can follow the next
steps:
Step 1.

Run the chain hoist up or down until the lower hook is about 5cm above the truss.

Step 2.

Attach the slinging equipment to the truss at the location that will correspond with the truss
hanging free below the hoists in the final position at trim height.
Suitable slinging methods can be found in Annex 3.

Note: the truss might not be positioned in the right position, meaning plumb below the position it will
have when hanging at trim height. In that case you should not put your slings right below the hoists,
but move the positions of the slings in such a way that it will correspond later on when hanging free.
You have to push the hoists over to that position and attach them to the slings, causing slanted
chains in the start position.
Step 3.

Lift the hoists one by one until you just lift the truss off the ground, let’s say 1 cm.

Step 4.

When the truss or truss construction is hovering above the ground:
- check the position of the truss or truss construction;
- and if all chains are plumb.
If not:
- lower the truss to the ground and run the hoists in question down a bit more;
- adjust the sling;
- lift the hoists as in 3) and check again.

Step 5.

Lift the truss or truss construction to work height (approximately 1m20).

Step 6.

Take the truss construction into service, see chapter 6.

Step 7.

Attach loads like luminaires, speakers, cables etc. as indicated in drawings.

Step 8.

When all the loads are applied, check:
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- the truss for excessive bending, see truss tables in annexes (indication of over loading);
- check the truss or construction for loose parts and equipment, like gaffer tapes, tools etc.
Step 9.

Appoint spotters and cable helpers to avoid collisions with obstacles and cables to get
tangled.

Step 10. If applicable: attach tape measurers to the bottom chords of the truss at the position of the

hoists.
Step 11. Lift the construction to trim height, while:
- constantly monitoring for possible undesired height differences between hoists;
- adjust individual hoist along the way: it’s advisable to do so every 5-10 meters of lifting,
depending on the quality of the hoists and the variety in loading;
- and avoiding collisions with objects that are in the lift path.
Step 12. Trim all the hoists one-by-one, using the tape measurers or a distance laser.
Step 13. Install safeties or secondaries if applicable.
NOTE: Interal TC is not in favor of using secondaries; they raise too many risks regarding work at
height. Furthermore, it is very hard to attach a safety in such a way that the truss does not drop too
deep before the secondary suspension starts to work. This large drop will cause a big impact on the
truss, possibly inducing a collapse.

5. 2

Use as free standing construction

The procedure to install a free standing construction is described in 5.10. In fact, when installed, the
construction is ready to be used.
Some safety remarks can be made:
-

-

5. 3

in indoors situations constructions might be susceptible to draught, and might turn over when
not sufficiently stable;
electrical equipment will probably be attached: this might pose risk of shock and even
electrocution in case some piece of equipment is faulty. See local legislation about
equipotential bonding (“earth leads”);
aluminum truss is expensive: DO NOT use self-drilling screws to attach decorations like it’s
made of a bundle of cheap battens!

Slinging equipment and methods

Slinging should be done by competent persons; base level users should only sling truss under
supervision of expert users.
Slinging equipment is used to attach the truss to the lower hook of the hoist. Slinging equipment is
available in many forms, materials and lengths. Note that in almost every country something like a
Work Equipment Directive exists, that says: “Slinging equipment should be fit for purpose and intact.”

“Intact” is easy to understand: it should be undamaged, function well, not be bended, free from parts
sticking out that can cause scrapes or cuts to hands etc.
“Fit for purpose” means that it is intended to be used as you’re are about to. This means that e.g.:
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-

it has a proper length: not too short (top corner to high) not too long (so you don’t have to
wrap it between the chords;
it does not damage the truss surface: it has to be relatively soft, like a steel wire rope covered
with a piece of water hose, or a synthetic round sling or a steel wire round sling (soft steel or
steel flex);
does not bend the braces.
Furthermore, the slinging equipment, together with the slinging method helps avoiding risks that
arise from lifting truss. E.g.:
stability risks like rotating about its longitudinal axis;
slipping of the end of the truss;
does not squeeze the truss unnecessary / induces too much internal forces in the truss.
The user, or the person preparing the lift, should assess all these risks beforehand, see ‘Safety’ in
chapter 3.
DANGER: Improper choice and/or use of slinging equipment can lead to overloading of the truss and
collapse of the structure. This can lead to severe personal injuries of multiple persons and even death.
DANGER: If there is a risk of high temperatures due to e.g. contact with spotlights or other hot objects
or heat radiation, synthetic slings should not be used.

5. 4

Truss climbing

DANGER: Truss manufactured by Interal TC is not designed as a device for fall protection.
When the user identifies the (possible) need to climb the truss, he or she should assess the situation
and all risks involved. When e.g. a lanyard with a big hook is attached to one of the chords and the
lanyard is exposed to the impact of a person’s fall, the truss will be loaded locally with that impact .
This impact will not only bend the truss vertically, but will also introduce torsion. And that
combination of loading is not included in the static truss strength calculations. Meaning you don’t
know what will happen.... All of this can locally cause material failure and can possibly lead to
collapse of a truss or section of it.
Interal TC refers to ICOPER (1.4): “Systems used for work at height access, fall protection and rescue
must be designed by a qualified person and deemed to be adequate for the proposed work.”

5. 5

Mixing truss brands

Truss tables are construed by calculating the strength of each mechanical aspect of a truss, like the
strength of a weld, the force necessary to tore a spigot hole, the force necessary to shear a spigot, the
maximum allowable compression force in a diagonal etcetera, etcetera. Due to the fact that all truss
brands manufacturers use slightly different sizes in those parts of a truss, truss tables are only “a bit
comparable”, and moreover: the strength of a connection between different brands is rather
unpredictable.
And since this connection between two brands is unknown in capacity, you cannot simply calculated
the mean value of two truss tables or take the lowest values of them and use it for your load
calculation!
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Interal TC cannot provide loading figures when mixing brands: when mixing brands it is the user’s
responsibility to establish the strength and capacity of construction.
DANGER: Base level users should never mix brands. The following statements are guidance for expert
level users only:
Strength
1.

2.

3.

WARNING: mixing truss brands or mixing connection parts will disqualify the loading tables
and maximum forces and bending moments as stated by the manufacturer. You, as a user, are
responsible for assess the loading situation and the strength of the mixed assembly. In case
truss brands are mixed Interal strongly advises the user to establish the occurring bending
moments and shear forces in order to verify the strength of the truss.
If you do mix brands: NEVER mix connector brands in a joint of two truss modules!! This will
create extra bending in the connections and as a result will lower the maximum static values
without noticing! Apart from that the truss will form a small angle in the span, due to length
differences in the connectors.
Please call your local dealer or Interal’s office for support when you are not sure.

Sizes

Comparing the connectors of other brands we found the following: Prolyte connectors are slightly
longer than Interal’s. So when you connect Interal with Prolyte modules with use of a Prolyte
connector, a small gap appears. When you do so with Interal connectors the modules are exactly
touching each other.

Hence: when connecting Interal to Prolyte modules we advise to use Interal connectors.
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2.

Taking into service

Taking into service of individual modules comprises the following actions:
-

unpack the truss module(s) and connecting elements;

-

compare the module(s) with your order and the freight letter, see if you have the right type
and length;

-

check the manufacturers label with the order;

-

visually inspect the truss, see chapter 8 “Inspections”;

-

preinstall the connectors when necessary, see chapter 4.

Taking into service of an assembled truss structure, be that free standing or hanging in lifting
equipment, can be less straightforward. This case “taking into service” can be part of arrangements
between the installer of the construction and the client that uses the construction after installation.
Being the installer and/or designer of such an assembled structure or installation, you are responsible
for the safe and correct installation and/or design.
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3.

Inspections and maintenance

3. 1. Inspections
Interal truss should at least be inspected yearly. More frequent inspections or checks might be
necessary, depending on the frequency of use and environmental conditions of the use.
Inspections should be done by competent persons only.
Discard criteria can be found in Annex 2.

Part

Initial

Before each use

Yearly

Dents

√

√

√

Bends

√

√

√

Holes

√

√

√

Incorrect repair

√

√

√

Abrasion

√

√

√

Missing parts

Corrosion

√

Missing members

√

√

√

Deformation

√

√

√

Excessive wear

√

√

√

Cracks

√

√

√

Twisting

√

√

√

Squareness

√

√

√

Bending

√

√

√

Sweep

√

Camber

√

Table 1: truss inspection aspects and intervals
Inspections should be logged. EN 17115:2018 shows an example of such a log, see figure NN
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Figure 14: example of an inspection report.
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3. 2. Maintenance
Although Interal truss requires little maintenance, it is not totally maintenance-free. The parts that
require the most attention are the steel truss spigots and the conical coupling components.
The spigots can be viewed as consumables. Regular maintenance and/or timely replacement of these
spigots will extend the service life of the truss sections: a spigot with a clean and corrosion free
surface will be put into the receivers much easier than a spigot that is ‘dry’, a bit corroded or even
rusty. The smoother you can put them in.. the less you will have to use the hammer and ruin your
truss!
The truss pins should not exhibit mushroom-shaped burrs as a result of heavy blows with a hammer.
Burrs at the thin end in particular will significantly reduce the service life of the trusses and have a
detrimental effect on ease of assembly. Deburr the pins regularly using a grinding stone or abrasive
paper and lubricate them with silicon spray or some other form of lubrication. The pins should be
thrown away when bent or worn, or if the R clip hole is no longer useable.
Conical couplings that exhibit burrs or dents due to contact with other objects should also be
smoothed down using abrasive paper, blown clean and then lubricated with a silicon-based oil.
The inside surface of the conical receivers (attached to the truss tubes) should be checked for burrs on
a regular basis. If burrs are found, the inside of the receivers must be lightly rubbed down with
abrasive paper to remove the burrs, blown clean and then lubricated with a silicon-based oil.
It is recommended that all coupling components are cleaned and lubricated during the annual service.

Maintenance - overview
Cleaning inside of female receivers

sweep with a wet or dry towel or use air pressure to clean;
make sure no dirt is left in the bottom of the female
connectors
apply a little teflon spray grease inside the receiver

Deburring inside of receivers

use a fine grain sanding paper to deburr the inside; use air
pressure to clean afterwards

Cleaning male connectors

sweep with a wet or dry towel; use air pressure to clean
the hole
apply a little teflon spray grease on the connector

Spigots: mushroom

use a grind stone or file to remove the mushroom

Spigots: corrosion or rough surface

use a fine grain sanding paper to remove the corrosion and
polish the surface
apply a little teflon spray grease the spigot
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3. 3. Repairs
Repairs should only be done by competent persons.
Bent members can generally be straightened with a hammer. Use a wooden wedge to protect the
aluminum.
Bended or twisted truss modules, or modules with bended chords can only be returned to the factory
for repair, if repairable at all.

4.

Discard and recycling.

Discard criteria can be found in Annex 2. In case you’re in doubt, please contact Interal TC for support.
Truss is made of high grade aluminum, high grade aluminum is expensive, but very well recyclable. If
truss is to be discarded, please ask your dealer to make you a swap offer: we will recycle your old
truss. 
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6 Annex 1: Truss calculations
A. 1. 1 Calculation methods
Truss calculations can generally be done in two ways:
a.
b.

establish the loading and loading situation and compare it with the manufacturers truss tables;
or calculate the internal forces of truss spans and compare it with the maximum figures of e.g.
bending moment and shear force.
Method a. can be used for less complex situations, e.g. a single truss span on two hoists; method b.
will be used in more complex situations like a grid with multiple spans and smaller spans attached to
it. Complexity generally goes hand in hand with the amount of loading: when you have a single span
of P30/31 or P40 with just a few luminaires and a pair of speakers, it’s easy to use truss tables. But
when you build a P50 grid and put some P40 spans over it with a lot of luminaires, a piece of led
screen etcetera, soon it’s to hard to compare the situation with the UDL, CPL, TPL, and QPL in the
truss tables. In that case you’ll need to establish the internal forces in the truss and compare it with
the maximum allowable forces as specified by the manufacturer.

A. 1. 2 Competencies
Along with the complexity of the structure and the type of calculation, the competence level of the
person preparing it all should be higher. Roughly said, the simple method involves ‘comparing
situations and truss tables’, but for the more complex method one really needs to have an
understanding of statics AND all local rules like used when suspending loads above people or using
the 0.85 factor for wear and tear on truss spans.

A. 1. 3 Partial safety factors
Interal truss is manufactured with safety factors according to EN 17115:2018. Modules manufactured
before 2019 have safety factors according to DIN 4113 Part 1 and Part 2
All truss tables are calculated by a competent and experienced structural engineer, with TüV
certification on the calculation method per truss type.
Depending on the actual situation and local legislation, the following (but not limited to) partial
safety factors might be necessary to apply by the user:
Lifting above persons and dynamically loaded truss:
When lifting above persons or in case the truss is dynamically loaded, it is common practice to
multiply the truss tables with factor 0.5.
Frequent use factor:
The EN 17115:2018 states in 5.3.2 that when a type of truss is subject to excessive use (read; will be
assembled and disassembled a lot; and again read: unless it’s a permanent installation...) the
manufacturer should consider applying a factor 0.85 (or lower) to the loading tables. When he does
so, he should state this below the loading figures. Loading tables of Interal truss are not multiplied
with this frequent use factor: Interal sees it as the responsibility of the user to assess the situation and
make a choice in using this factor or not. It’s Interal’s opinion that in case the factor 0.5 is applied as
mentioned above, the frequent use factor can be omitted.
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7 Annex 2: Discard criteria
Discard criteria

aspect

max value

per

info / remark

General
Absence of identification label and
tag if applicable

Deformation of complete module

- manufacturer
- date
- type of truss
- length of truss
- serial
- CE if applicable.
max 5 mm per meter

- torsion of module
- bending of module
- bending on one side

Welds with cracks or other
irregularities

not allowed

Uncompleted welds

except for the arm pits of members

Reduction of bulbous exposed part
of the welds

max

10%

e.g. due to dragging of truss along a floor
surface

Excessive corrosion

max

10%

reduction of the net surface / cross section

Bending

max

5 degrees

Carves or other wear

max

10%

max

1 mm deep

Main chords

Holes
Plastic deformation (dents or oval
shaping)

from the original alignment
of the original material thickness
over a length of max 10 mm
not allowed

max

10%

Bending

max

10 degrees

Carves or other wear

max

10%

deformation of the original circle diameter

Members

max

of the original material thickness

0,5 mm deep over a length of max 10 mm

Holes
Plastic deformation (dents or oval
shaping)

from the original alignment

not allowed
max

10%

deformation of the original circle diameter

Conical connectors and receivers
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Cracks or (partially) broken welds

between receiver and chord

weathered holes

max

10%

deformation of the original circle diameter /
size

Turned orientation of the holes in
the connector

max

2 degrees

from original orientation

Bending at end of chord

max

5 degrees

from the original alignment

Notches or other wear

max

10%

of the original material thickness

Deformation or distortion of
material aside the weld
Signs of excessive compressive
forces

ripples in the material

Signs of excessive tensile forces

rejuvenation of the material, especially
aside of the welds

Notches or dents due to
hammering

max

2 mm deep

over a length of max 10 mm

Excessive corrosion

on sections that have been assembled for
longer periods

Conical spigot with hex safety nut

should fit tight, not allowed to fit loose

Spigots
Excessive deformation due to
hammering

“mushroom”

Spigots are “consumables”, discard and
replace

Bended spigots

use a flat surface to roll them: the should
roll steadily

Excessive corrosion, of roughening
of surface

makes the spigots hard to apply and to
extract: discard and replace
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8 Annex 3: Truss slinging methods
When choosing a slinging method, you’ll have to bear in mind the risks mentioned in EN 17115. Some
important topics are:
- risk of rotation of the truss in it’s sling;
- possible introducing of horizontal compression due to slinging method;
- possible overload at the sling location due to slinging method;
- possible overload of the sling due to slinging method (top angle);
- risk of sliding of the sling along the truss;
- risk of damaging the truss due to slinging method;
- possible damaging the truss due to the sling material.
Always:
- choose a proper slinging method and sling (material) type;
- choose a proper sling length;
- choose a sling with sufficient capacity;
- gradually apply the load in the slings and adjust it to fit symmetrically.
Below you find some slinging methods that we can advise.
Triangle truss: “apex down”

The left sling method is a simple basket without extra wraps around the chord(s); the truss is more
prone to rotation around its length.

The right sling method is a basket a rap around each chord, much work: sufficient would be one wrap
around one of the upper chords to avoid the rotation.
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Triangle truss: “apex up”

The left sling method is a basket without extra wraps around the chord(s), but with the upper chord
enclosed; the truss is not prone to rotation in the basket. However: when you load only one of the
bottom chords, it will rotate around the length of the truss, with the basket. The rotation point will be
the shackle pin.
The right sling method is the left one plus two wraps around the bottom chords. It only makes the
sling ‘shorter’, has no effect on stability or strength. Same rotation as on the left when loaded on one
bottom chord.
Square and rectangle truss

The left sling method is a basket without extra wraps around the top chord(s), generally used when
the truss is only partially loaded. In this method is the truss is prone to rotating in the basket around
its length.
The sling method in the middle is favorable: both upper chords are enclosed by a wrap, bottom chords
not. The wraps on the top chords gives off a part of the weight to the upper chords due to the fact
that the wrap has friction with the aluminum of the chords. This way the load is distributed to both
upper and lower chords, and is not only propagated through the members in the horizontal web.
The right sling method is in fact a bridle, or two-leg sling. Compared to the middle one it does not
induce horizontal forces in the bottom of the truss, and still has the benefit of the wrap on the top
chords. Maybe ‘the best’, or ‘strongest’ but also the most expensive: you need two slings.
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